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. . . a social system is only one of three aspects of the structuring of a completely con-
crete system of social action.?The other two are the personality systems of the individ-
ual actors and the cultural system which is built into their action.
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A symbolic system has modes of integration of its own, which may be called “pattern 
consistency.”?The most familiar example is the logical consistency of a cognitive sys-
tem, but art styles and systems of value-orientation are subject to the same kind of cri-
teria of integration as a system in pattern terms.?Examples of such symbolic systems 
are, of course, empirically familiar as in a philosophical treatise or a work of art.
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. . . cultural systems are organized around the characteristics of complexes of symbolic 
meanings?the codes in terms of which they are structured, the particular clusters of 
symbols they employ, and the conditions of their utilization, maintenance, and change as 
parts of action systems.
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There is, in our opinion, an important place for a “theory of culture” as part of the theory 
of action, which is quite definitely not sociological theory . . . It is, of course, concerned 
with the structure of systems of culture patterns, with the different types of such sys-
tems and their classification.?. . . The focus, however, is always on the culture pattern sys-
tem as such, and neither on the social system in which it is involved, nor on the 
personalities as systems.
??Only by some such definition of its scope can anthropology become an analytical 
empirical science which is independent both of sociology and psychology.
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We suggest that it is useful to define the concept culture for most usages more narrowly 
than has been generally the case in the American anthropological tradition, restricting 
its reference to transmitted and created content and patterns of values, ideas, and other 
symbolic-meaningful systems as factors in the shaping of human behavior and the arti-
facts produced through behavior.?On the other hand, we suggest that the term society?
or more generally, social system?be used to designate the specifically relational system 
of interaction among individuals and collectivities.
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I think, however, that it has made substantial progress in this direction in the interven-
ing years.?On the anthropological side, for example, I cite the extremely interesting, 
though far from identical developments, in the recent work of such authors as Clifford 
Geertz and David Schneider, both of whom, of course, were trained in the Harvard 
Department of Social Relations.
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. . . an historically transmitted pattern of meanings embodied in symbols, a system of 
inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms by means of which men communi-
cate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge about and attitudes toward life.
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Definitions,” Papers of the Peabody Museum ?Cambridge : Harvard University, 1952?, Vol. 47, No. 1.?
The work of Clifford Geertz is an excellent example of this tradition, and his paper, “Religion as a Cultural 
System,” is particularly useful for his definition of the term “symbol,” which I have followed in this book.
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. . . any object, act, event, quality, or relation which serves as a vehicle for a conception?
the conception is the symbol’s “meaning” . . . 
?????????????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 91?:
. . . tangible formulations of notions, abstractions from experience fixed in perceptible 
forms, concrete embodiments of ideas, attitudes, judgments, longings, beliefs.
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The number 6, written, imagined, laid out as a row of stones, or even punched into the 
program tapes of a computer, is a symbol.?But so also is the Cross, talked about, visual-
ized, shaped worriedly in air or fondly fingered at the neck, the expanse of painted canvas 
called “Guernica” or the bit of painted stone called a churinga, the word “reality,” or even 
the morpheme “-ing.”
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. . . the symbolic dimension of social events is, like the psychological, itself theoretically 
abstractable from those events as empirical.?. . . No matter how deeply interfused the 
cultural, the social, and the psychological may be in the everyday life of houses, farms, 
poems, and marriages, it is useful to distinguish them in analysis, and, so doing, to iso-
late the generic traits of each against the normalized background of the other two.
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So far as culture patterns, that is, systems or complexes of symbols, are concerned, the 
generic trait which is of first importance for us here is that they are extrinsic sources of 
information.
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extrinsic sources of information???Geertz 2000a?1973?: 92???
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. . . culture patterns have an intrinsic double aspect : they give meaning, that is, objec-
tive conceptual form, to social and psychological reality both by shaping themselves to it 
and by shaping it to themselves.
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. . . the importance of religion lies in its capacity to serve, for an individual or for a group, 
as a source of general, yet distinctive, conceptions of the world, the self, and the rela-
tions between them, on the one hand?its model of aspect?and of rooted, no less dis-
tinctive “mental” dispositions?its model for aspect?on the other.
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???????:
What sets the cockfight apart from the ordinary course of life, lifts it from the realm of 
everyday practical affairs, and surrounds it with an aura of enlarged importance is not, as 
functionalist sociology would have it, that it reinforces status discrimination ?such rein-
forcement is hardly necessary in a society where every act proclaims them?, but that it 
provides a metasocial commentary upon the whole matter of assorting human beings 
into fixed hierarchical ranks and then organizing the major part of collective existence 
around that assortment.?Its function, if you want to call it that, is interpretive : it is a 
Balinese reading of Balinese experience, a story they tell themselves about themselves.
??????????????????????????????a metasocial com-
mentary????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
???????????????functionalism?????????????function?
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????Geertz 2000a
?1973?: 448?:
If one takes the cockfight, or any other collectively sustained symbolic structure, as a 
means of “saying something of something” ?to invoke a famous Aristotelian tag?, then 
one is faced with a problem not in social mechanics but social semantics.
??????????????????????????????“saying something of 
something”??????????????????????????????????
??????????social semantics???????????
??????????????????the analysis of cultural forms????????
?????????penetrating a literary text???Geertz 2000a?1973?: 448?????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 68? ?15?
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?Geertz 2000a?1973?: 448?:
. . . to treat the cockfight as a text is to bring out a feature of it ?in my opinion, the cen-
tral feature of it? that treating it as a rite or a pastime, the two most obvious alterna-
tives, would tend to obscure : its use of emotion for cognitive ends.?What the cockfight 
says it says in a vocabulary of sentiment?the thrill of risk, the despair of loss, the plea-
sure of triumph.?. . . Attending cockfights and participating in them is, for the Balinese, 
a kind of sentimental education. What he learns there is what his culture’s ethos and his 
private sensibility ?or, anyway, certain aspects of them? look like when spelled out 
externally in a collective text ; that the two are near enough alike to be articulated in 
the symbolics of a single such text ; and?the disquieting part?that the text in which 
this revelation is accomplished consists of a chicken hacking another mindlessly to bits.
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 452?:
?The culture of a people is an ensemble of texts, themselves ensembles, which the 
anthropologist strains to read over the shoulders of those to whom they properly belong.
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????the anthropologist strains to read over the 
shoulders???????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????????????16?
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?2???????????
??????????????????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 5?:
?The concept of culture I espouse, and whose utility the essays below attempt to dem-
onstrate, is essentially a semiotic one.?Believing, with max Weber, that man is an ani-
mal suspended in the webs of significance he himself has spun, I take culture to be those 
webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore not an experimental science in search of law 
but an interpretive one in search of meaning.
???????????????????webs of significance????????????
????????????????????an interpretive one in search of meaning??
??????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????suspended????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????Geertz 
2000a?1973?: 9?:
. . . Analysis, then, is sorting out the structures of signification? . . . the enterprise . . . 
is much more like that of the literary critic?and determining their social ground and 
import.
????????? 1?????????????????????sorting out the 
structures of signification?????????????????????????????
? 2??????????????????social ground and import?????????
??????????????????
???????? signification????????????????????????
???? signify????????????????????????????????
?signify???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????? 68? ?17?
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??????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 10???????????:
Though ideational, it ?culture? does not exist in someone’s head ; . . . .?Once human 
behavior is seen as . . . symbolic action?action which, . . . , signifies?the question as to 
whether culture is patterned conduct or a frame of mind, or even the two somehow 
mixed together, loses sense.?. . . The thing to ask is what their import is : what it is, . . . 
that, . . . , is getting said.
??????????????????????????????????????
??????13????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????14?
????????????????????????????import????????
??????????????????????what is getting said?????????
?????????????
?????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 20?:
Cultural analysis is ?or should be? guessing at meanings, assessing the guesses, and 
drawing explanatory conclusions from the better guesses, not discovering the Continent 
of Meaning and mapping out its bodiless landscape.
???????the Continent of Meaning??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????15?
 13? ????????????????Ward Goodenough?????????????????????
?Geertz 2000a?1973?: 10-11??
 14? ????????????????????????
 15? ??????????????1968??????????????Schneider 1980????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????18?
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?????????????????????????guessing at meanings??????
??????????????????assessing the guesses????????????
???????????????????????drawing explanatory conclusions from 
the better guesses???????????????????????????cultural 
analysis is intrinsically incomplete?????????????????????????
????the more deeply it goes, the less complete it is???????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 
29??
????????????????????????????????????Geertz 
2000a?1973?: 17????????:
Behavior must be attended to, and with some exactness, because it is through the flow of 
behavior?or, more precisely, social action?that cultural forms find articulation.?They 
find it as well, of course, in various sorts of artifacts, and various states of conscious-
ness ;  but these draw their meaning from the role they play . . . in an ongoing pattern of life, 
not from any intrinsic relationships they bear to one another.
????????????????cultural forms????????????????social 
action???????????????flow????????????????????
??????????????????find articulation???????????????
????????????????????????????ongoing pattern of life??
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????
????????????????acted document????????????????
??????????16?
??????????????????????????????????????
??Geertz 2000a?1973?: 10????????:
Doing ethnography is like trying to read ?in the sense of “construct a reading of”? a 
 16? ???????????public?????????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 10????
?????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 68? ?19?
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manuscript?foreign, faded, full of ellipses, incoherencies, suspicious emendations, and 
tendentious commentaries, but written not in conventionalized graphs of sound but in 
transient examples of shaped behavior.
????????????????????????shaped behavior?????????
???????????transient examples????????????????????
?manuscript??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????foreign, faded, full of ellipses, incoherencies, suspi-
cious emendations, and tendentious commentaries???????
???????????????????thick description????????????
???????????????????????Gilbert Ryle???????Geertz 
2000a?1973?: 6-7????????????????????????????????
?????????????????a stratified hierarchy of meaningful structures???
????????????????????piled-up structures of inference and implica-
tion????????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 7??
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 7-9??
?????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 15???????:
. . . descriptions of Berber, Jewish, or French culture must be cast in terms of the con-
structions we imagine Berbers, Jews, or Frenchmen to place upon what they live 
through, the formulae they use to define what happens to them. . . . in the study of cul-
ture, . . . . we begin with our own interpretations of what our informants are up to, or think 
they are up to, and then systematize those . . .
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 15???????:
?In short, anthropological writings are themselves interpretations, and second and third 
???????????????????????20?
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order ones to boot.??By definition, only a “native” makes first order ones : it is his cul-
ture.? They are thus fictions ; fictions, in the sense that they are “something made,” 
“something fashioned”?the original meaning of fictiō?not that they are false, unfac-
tual, or merely “as if” thought experiments.
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 14???????????:
As interworked systems of construable signs ?what, ignoring provincial usages, I would 
call symbols?, culture is . . . a context, something within which they ?social events, 
behaviors, institutions, or processes? can be intelligibly?that is, thickly?described.
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 412-453???????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?Geertz 2000a?1973?: 30????????:
To look at the symbolic dimensions of social action?art, religion, ideology, science, law, 
morality, common sense?is not to turn away from the existential dilemmas of life for 
some empyrean realm of de-emotionalized forms ; it is to plunge into the midst of them.?
The essential vocation of interpretive anthropology is not to answer our deepest ques-
tions, but to make available to us answers that others, guarding other sheep in other valleys, 
have given, and thus to include them in the consultable record of what man has said.
??????????????the symbolic dimensions of social action?????????
??????????????? 68? ?21?
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??????????????????some empyrean realm of de-emotionalized forms??
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????deepest questions?????????????????????????
?????????????????????others, guarding other sheep in other val-
leys????????????????????????????????????the 
consultable record of what man has said???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????
3.?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? 2????1??????????????????
?? 1????????????????????
? 1????????????????????????????1959?????
??????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?142-169????????????
???????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?145?:
By logico-meaningful integration, characteristic of culture, is meant the sort of integra-
tion one finds in a Bach fugue, in Catholic dogma, or in the general theory of 
relativity ; it is a unity of style, of logical implication, of meaning and value.
1964?????????????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?193-233???
???????????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?213?:
As a cultural system, an ideology that has developed beyond the stage of mere slogan-
eering consists of an intricate structure of interrelated meanings?interrelated in terms 
???????????????????????22?
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of the semantic mechanisms that formulate them ?
???????????????????????????????????????
?????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 17????????:
Cultural systems must have a nominal degree of coherence, else we would not call them 
systems . . . The force of our interpretations cannot rest, as they are now so often made to 
do, on the tightness with which they hold together, or the assurance with which they are 
argued.?Nothing has done more, I think, to discredit cultural analysis than the construc-
tion of impeccable depictions of formal order in whose actual existence nobody can quite 
believe.
????????????????Geertz 2000b?1983??????????????
???????????????common sense????1975????????????
?????Geertz 2000b?1983?: 73-93????1?????????????????
?????????????????a cultural system, though not usually a very tightly 
integrated one???Geertz 2000b?1983?: 77???????1983???????Geertz 
2000b?1983?: 73-93????????????????????????a loosely 
connected body of belief and judgement???????????
? 2????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?extrinsic sources of information???Geertz 2000a?1973?: 92?????????
?????????????????????????????saying something of 
something???Geertz 2000a?1973?: 448-453???????????????????
?????????ethnographic description????????????????????
????????what it is interpretive of is the flow of social discourse???Geertz 2000a
?1973?:  20??????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 68? ?23?
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???????????????social events, behaviors, institutions, or processes?????
????????????????????????intelligibly?that is, thickly?
described???????????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 14??
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????17?????????
????????????????????????guesses???????????
?incomplete???????????????????better guesses??????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????18
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
 17? ????????????????????????double hermeneutic????????Giddens 
1993??
 18? ?????????????????????????1997???????2015?????????
???????1974?????????????????????????????????Geertz 
2000b?1983?: 55-69????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????other people’s 
modes of thought????????????????Geertz 2000b?1983?: 68??
???????????????????????24?
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??????????????????????????????
III???????????????????????????
1.??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? 11?????????1968???
???????????????????????????????????Schneider 
1980 :  1??
?????????????????????????????a system of sym-
bols???Schneider 1980 : 1????????????????a system of symbols and 
meanings???Schneider 1980 : 3?????????????????????????
?????a coherent system of symbols and meanings.??Schneider 1980 : 8???????
?????????????kinship??????????????????????
?????????????????????something which stands for something 
else, or somethings else???Schneider 1980 : 1???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????there is no 
necessary or intrinsic relationship between the symbol and that which it symbolizes??
?Schneider 1980 : 1?????????
??????????????????????Schneider 1980 : 1?:
?A particular culture, American culture for instance, consists of a system of units ?or 
parts? which are defined in certain ways and which are differentiated according to cer-
tain criteria.?These units define the world or the universe, the way the things in it 
relate to each other, and what these things should be and do.
???????unit??????????????????????????cultural 
unit??????????????????????????????????????some 
relatively distinct, self-contained system???????????Schneider 1980 : 1????
???????family????????????????1?????????????
??????????????? 68? ?25?
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???????????Schneider 1980 : 30-31??
???????????????????? 1????????rule???????
????Schneider 1980 : 5?:
?Among the different forms in which symbols can be cast, one consists of the definition 
and differentiation of persons in interaction.?This is the set of rules which specify who 
should do what under what circumstances.
????????relative?????????????blood?????????marriage??
????Schneider 1980 : 62??
????????????????????????Schneider 1980 : 5???????: 
This book is concerned with the definitions of the units and rules, the culture of American 
kinship ; it is not concerned with the patterns of behavior as formulated from systematic 
observations of each of its actual occurrences.
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????19?
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???diffuse, enduring solidarity?????????????Schneider 1980 : 116????
?????????????????Schneider 1980 : 117???????:
What better model than sexual intercourse and its attendant psychobiological elements??
These biological facts are transformed by the attribution of meaning into cultural con-
structs and they then constitute a model for commitment, for the passionate attachment 
 19? 1976???????????????????Schneider 1976?????????????????
?????Schneider 1976 : 203?:
???? . . . culture constitutes a body of definitions, premises, statements, postulates, presumptions, proposi-
tions, and perceptions about the nature of the universe and man’s place in it.
???????????????????????26?
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which is one side of trust, and for the unreasoning and unreasonable set of conditions 
which alone make “solidarity” really solidary, and make it both enduring and diffuse.
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
1980????????12??????????????????????????
?????Schneider 1980 : 118?:
My interest in studying American culture started in the early 1940s, and my interest in 
developing a theory of culture which could accord with Talcott Parsons’s theory of social 
action started when I returned to graduate school in 1946 after World War II.
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????12????????????????????????????
?????????
2.?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????1?????????????????
???the view of culture as a total system???Schneider 1980 : 133?????????
?????Schneider 1980 : 135???????:
I hold that a significant part of the meaning of the elements of a culture depends on their 
relation to each other in a system of oppositions or contrasts.?Here my position is 
close to Levi-Strauss and before him, Saussure.?To them, meaning, in the special 
??????????????? 68? ?27?
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sense in which they and I use the term, is precisely the idea or the concept of the sign in 
its relation to other signs within the same system.?It is not the reference of the sign to 
something in the world.
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?Schneider 1980 : 131?:
There is a system of signs and meanings, which everyone has to learn as a child and 
must continue to learn even as an adult and this is not simply an edict of any individual 
actor.?It is precisely this system of signs and meanings that is “out there” that I call 
culture ?.
????????????Schneider 1980 : 132?:
. . . knowing that I am able to use both the more, as well as the less context dependent 
material I encounter in field work to abstract those aspects of even the most context 
sensitive rules for action, and from this, to abstract the culture-as-constituted and go on 
to construct the abstract system which I call “culture.”
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????
??????????????????????????????? 2??????
????????????????????????????????????
3.???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
?Schneider 1976 : 210-211???????????:
???????????????????????28?
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After the book ?American Kinship? was too far along to go back and begin again, it 
became perfectly clear that kinship was not the right unit of study since kinship, nation-
ality, religion, education, and the whole sex-role system were all parts of the same cul-
tural galaxy.?I should have followed where the symbols and meanings led instead of 
following anthropological tradition and stopping arbitrarily at the boundary of the institu-
tion called “kinship.”?When I did move across that boundary, I found ?not surprisingly? 
that my analysis of certain symbols and meanings were not quite right because it was 
limited to, and limited by, the study of the traditional institutional unit, kinship.?Put 
another way, starting with “kinship,” as I defined it in traditional ethnocentric and func-
tional terms, I only came to realize late in the analysis that the system of symbols and 
meanings was not isomorphic with any such category, but instead spread far beyond the 
boundaries.
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????1984
??????????????????Schneider 1984?????
??? 4??????????? 1??? 2??Schneider 1984 : 3-92??????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????Tabinau??????
?????????????????Genung??????????????????
?????????????kinship???????????????????????
???
? 3??? 4??Schneider 1984 : 95-201???????????????????
?????????????????????????????Lewis Henry Morgan?
???????????Malinowski?????????????????????
?Goodenough?????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 68? ?29?
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?????Blood Is Thicker Than Water??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????Schneider 1984 : 196-197????????:
My difficulty with the study of kinship can be summed up simply : the assumptions 
and presuppositions which the anthropologist brings to the process of understanding the 
particular culture he is studying are imposed on the situation blindly and with unflagging 
loyalty to those assumptions and little flexible appreciation of how the other culture is 
constituted, and with it a rigid refusal to attempt to understand what may be going on 
between them.?The anthropologist has, as port of his culture, his conceptual scheme, a 
way of ordering his experience of another culture, a way of constructing the reality he believes 
he is encountering, and he is not easily shaken loose from that secure, reassuring, comfort-
able, well-worn common language to which he is committed and shares with his community 
of anthropologists, and which helps to define his place in that community.?The anthropolo-
gist lives by his culture just as everyone else does, and it is very unnerving to distance 
oneself from one’s culture and community, for this leaves one without a firm anchor in 
some secure way of occupying a known place in a known world and ways of viewing that 
world.
??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????Schneider 1984 : 196-197????????:
???????????????????????30?
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?The irony, of course, is that it is precisely the anthropologist who is committed to the 
idea of culture and formulated the one most sacred canon of his trade ; to avoid ethno-
centric bias ; to be open and flexible and to learn and perceive and to avoid the blinding 
commitments which prevent his sensitive perception of, and appreciation of, the other 
and how he formulates his reality.?This is supposed to be the sine qua non of the profes-
sional anthropologist.
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????Schneider 1984 : 197???????:
The division of the sociocultural world into institutions, domains, or rubrics of kinship, 
economics, politics, and religion which are presumed to be universally vital, distinct 
functions, and the major building blocks out of which all cultures or societies are made 
assumes a priori what should be the question : of what blocks is this particular culture 
built??How do these people conceptualize their world??What functions does this cul-
ture identify as being universally vital and distinct?
???????????????????20?
???????
??????????????????????????????????????
????? 2?????
? 1????????????????????????????????? 2017?
 20? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????
??????????????? 68? ?31?
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???????????????????????????????????????
???????????Schneider 1984 : 197???????:
?Anthropology, then, is the study of particular cultures.?The first task of anthropology, 
prerequisite to all others, is to understand and formulate the symbols and meanings 
and their configuration that a particular culture consists of.
?????????????????????????????Geertz 2000a?1973?: 
30?:
The essential vocation of interpretive anthropology is not to answer our deepest ques-
tions, but to make available to us answers that others, guarding other sheep in other val-
leys, have given, and thus to include them in the consultable record of what man has 
said.
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????local know ledge???Geertz 2000b?1983?: 167-
234???????????
? 2????????????????????????????????????
???????? 2018????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????21??????????? 1960?????? 70???
???????????????????????????????????????
?Levi n.d.??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????Clifford 1983??1980?????????
?????????????The Writing Culture Debate???Rapport and Overing 2000 : 
21? ???????????-?????Anti Anti-Relativism???Geertz 2000c?1984??????????
????????????????????Merchants of astonishment???Geertz 2000c?1984?: 64?
???????????????????????-???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????32?
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19 ;  Clifford and Marcus 1986??????????????????????????
????????????
??? 21???????????????????????????????????
???????Miller 2005?????????Haraway 2008?????????????
???????????????????Anthropology beyond the Human???????
???????????Kohn 2013????????????????????????
????????
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From the Relativity of All Cultures to the Relativity of Anthropology :  
“Neo-Cultural Relativism” in the Works of Clifford Geertz and David Schneider
Ichiro Numazaki
This paper examines the concepts of culture in and the relativistic nature of the symbolic 
anthropologies of Clifford Geertz and David Schneider, and argues that the two anthropologists have 
advanced a new kind of cultural relativism, which can be called “Neo-Cultural Relativism,” the char-
acteristic of which is the relativity not only of different cultures but also of anthropology itself.
Both Clifford Geertz and David Schneider were educated in the Social Relations Department of 
Harvard University organized and led by the sociologist, Talcott Parsons, and the anthropologist, 
Clyde Kluckhohn, and others.?As a result, both Geertz and Schneider developed their theories of 
culture under the heavy influence of Parsons’s theoretical treatment of culture as part of his overall 
theory of social action.
Initially, Geertz developed his theory of culture as a system of symbols in accordance with the 
Parsonian social theory.?However, in “Deep Play : Notes on the Balinese Cockfight” and in “Thick 
Description :  Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture,” both included in The Interpretation of Cul-
tures, Geertz parted from Parsons and advanced his own symbolic theory of culture emphasizing the 
collective expression of culturally significant meanings in the flow of social action and the interpre-
tive nature of ethnography that try to capture the overlapping layers of multiple meanings.?His 
hermeneutic turn meant that ethnography is no longer an objective description of an alien way of life 
but is a “fusion of horizons” between the natives and the ethographer.
David Schneider more faithfully followed Parsons in his theory of culture as a system of sym-
bols and meanings in American Kinship.?However, the symbolic anthropological study of kinship in 
the US forced him to reconsider the conventional anthropological study of kinship.?He then con-
ducted a restudy of Yapp kinship and a critical reexamination of “Western” anthropological approach 
to kinship, the result of which is published as A Critique of the Study of Kinship.?In this book, 
Schneider declared that the conventional anthropological study of kinship is biased and ethnocentri-
cally Euro-American and demanded that anthropologists ask not what kind of kinship a particular 
culture has but whether that culture has a kinship system at all.
In conclusion, two features characterize the “Neo-Cultural Relativism” of Geertz and Schneider.?
First, their concept of culture is narrower in scope than the notion of culture as a way of life.?Sec-
ond, they not only insisted on the relativity of cultures in a conventional sense but also on the rela-
tivity of ethnographic practice and of anthropology itself.?Their “Neo-Cultural Relativism” is a 
precursor to the later, more radically relativistic postmodern anthropologies and more recent anthro-
pology beyond the human.
